SUMMIT SKI SCHOOL & GUIDING

SUMMIT SKI SAFARI - PRIVATE TOURS
Book a private tour to explore the bountiful snow resorts of Hokkaido. Whether it's still
grasping the basics of skiing or you're eager to explore the hidden corners in iconic
powder famous resorts, our instructors and guides will show you the best terrain for the
experience you deserve.

Duration
Customisable to clients requirements.
We recommend using an itinerary based on our
other tours.

Dates
Available all season.

Price
¥80,000 per guided day, per person

Terrain
Beginner slopes to backcountry terrain

Ability
Private Tours: Minimum of 2 people. Whether you are a first timer or a seasoned pro,
Summit instructors and guides know these mountains like the back of their hands. Put
your trust in us and we will ensure that regardless of your level we will help you develop
your riding whilst exploring these new and exciting resorts. If you are starting your tour
in furano it is possible to do the itinerary in the opposite order. For different level guests
in the same private tour we may suggest a second instructor. This will be an additional
cost and subject to availability. Please contact us to discuss this further.

6 day Itinerary Example
Day 1 - Pick up from Chitose Airport and relax as you drive through the snowy mountain
passes until your arrival in the worlds number 1 powder Mecca- Niseko. Check in to
your accommodation, get settled in. 7pm briefing on the trip.
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Day 2 - Niseko is famous for its powder snow so regardless if you are on or off the
pistes, you will be surrounded by the wonderful giant snowflakes. Let's warm up those
ski muscles as you follow your instructor and learn some techniques to bush up on
those riding skills (Transfer to Rusutsu)
Day 3 - Rusutsu could be your next destination. And why not ? With a variety of slopes,
this resort is an ideal place to keep progressing and build confidence with your
instructor. Also know for its mogul lines and tree runs, rusutsu has some great terrain for
the more advanced and technical riders (Transfer to Furano)
Day 4 - Lets ski in Asahikawa’s home resort. You pretty much guaranteed Kamui Ski
Links to yourself. This resort boasts wide open slopes and is great progression terrain
with options for all levels. (Stay in Furano)
Day 5 - Furano is the belly button of Hokkaido, and here the mountains get taller and
more exciting. Your progress over the last few days will have excelled your skills and
you can take on some steeper terrain with the guidance of your instructor. A well
deserved onsen is on the cards for tonight. (Stay in Furano)
Day 6 - Clients have the option to continue the tour for more days or return to Chitose or
Niseko after breakfast. Number of days will need to be decided before booking the tour.

Whats included
● Accomodation
● Breakfast each morning
● Technique and instructing
● Lift Passes
● Transport for duration of the trip
Whats not included
● Flights
● Travel and medical insurance
● Ski rental or avy equipment (if required)
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● Lunch, dinners or drinks
● Optional tipping to guides
Accomodation
You will be staying in hotels close to each ski resort and within walking distance to
restaurants/bars/convenience stores. Rooms are shared twin bed rooms. If you would
like to upgrade to single rooms for an additional charge, please enquire for more details.

Ski and Snowboard equipment
All mountain/powder skis and snowboards will be needed for this trip. For skis we
recommend a minimum of 100 underfoot. As all terrain is lift assisted there will be no
need for backcountry touring equipment. If you are riding powder terrain, Avalanche
safety equipment will be essential. For more information on equipment rental please
contact us for details.

Safety
Weather forecasts and snow conditions will be checked regularly by our guides and
instructors. Safety evaluation based on these factors will be given each morning at
breakfast before heading to the resort. In the case of bad weather conditions there may
be the possibility to explore an alternative close by resort or spend 2 days at one of the
above mentioned resorts if the weather permits.

Questions
Please feel free to call us on +81 (0)70 - 4532 - 9516 or email info@summitski.jp if you
have any questions or need any more additional information

